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The leptonic decays of .vector mesons have been extensively 

"investigated during the past few years. At present, there are mainly 

the data for the probability · of the leptonic decays of p - mesons/1-9L 

In order to experimentally test the vector dominance model. and the 

strong interaction symmetry, it is also necessary to have the data on 

the leptonic decays of ruand ¢-mesons. For the c., -+ e + e -'decay, 

faere are at present, except evaluations/ 1, 2/, only the data/ 3/ ob

tained using the SU( 3) symmetry and the "' -"1i mixing hypothesis. 

As for the probability of the ¢ -+ e +· e - decay, there are only the 

evaluations of the upper iimits/ 1,3 ,8 ,/ , the first of which is based 

only on the statistical analysis of the opening angle distribution, the 

second one on the kinematic identification of a single event and the 

third one on small statistical deviations from the predictions of the 

quantum electrodynamics. Indication to the existence of the. leptonic 

decays of ¢-mesons has been also obtained by Wehmann et a1./ 4/ 

and Asbury et ai./ 9/ . 

The· JINR 10 GeV proton synchrotron was used in our expe

rimcnt.x/ Vector mesons were produced in a liquid hydrogen target 

by 17-,__ mesons with the momentum of 4.0 GeV/ c .± 1. 5o/o in the reac

tions 

x) 
The preliminary results of this experiment were presented 

at the International Conference on Electromagnetic Interactions in 
Stanford, 1967 (see 12). 
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1T I p ·1 + +·p ➔ + n ➔ e + e 

"'· 
+ n, 

( 1) 

+ rr +p ➔ cf, +n ➔ e +e +n. (2) 

'The conditions of the experim"?nt allowed to detect processes 

( 1) and ( 2) to a high efficiency simuitaneously. The e + e-.:... pair de

te:::tion efficiency was practically constant in the effective mass range 

from 500 to 1200 MeV for t 5, 0.5 ( Ge V / c )2 • Detection techniques, 

etc. were described previously/ 3/ • 

'The measurements were carried out in two runs. First, a. liquid 

hydrogen target 7 x 10 x 50 cm3was used. As background sources, 

the following processes have been considered: 

i. Simulation of e+ e-.:..pair by rr+:rr -.:..pairs. The contribution of 

this ef~ect was found to be smaller than 1 o/o. 

2. e+ e- - pair production via nonresonance states in the 

e +:e-•- system. 'The contribution of these sources was found to be 

negligibly small for M 2::0.5 GeV. 

3. The 2y ➔ 2( e+:e1' conversion occuring in hydrogen in the 

target and spark chambers walls and in tre air. It was found, that 

'i:he' largest contribution to the background is due to this effect. Its 

. value was evaluated on the basrs of the experimental opening angles 

and effective mass distributions· for two- gamma events measured with 

the same apparatus simultaneously. This. permitted to exclude possible 

systematic errors. 'The effective mass spectrum of the conversion 

background has a maximum at M"" 550 MeV, and is decreased rapid

ly with increasing the mass. 

In the first run, the conversion background value was about 

30o/o of the observed e + e -events. In the second run the conver

sion background was greatly reduced by using a liquid hydrogen 

target of conical form with thin walls and was smaller than l0o/o. 

Candidates for . ( 1) and ( 2) reactions were selected from the 

·pictures obtained and according to geometrical and kinematical cri-
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teria. Owing to picture selection, 2-gamma, 3-gamma events etc. were 

eliminated. 

'The geometrical reconstruction p~ogramme determines the point 

of the tracks interseotion and fits the angular parameters of the tracks 

For the further analysis only the decays into two charged particles 

having the intersection point within the target volume were selected. 

Only events with P ( X 2 ) ~- 1 % were taken. 

The kinematic seler.tion of the events of the type ( 1) and ( 2) 

was made by the reaction-channel indentification programme. Using all 

available information on the angles and energies of rr -, e + and e -- par

ticles, it was possible for us to apply both the kinematics of resonan

ce production and that of the resonance decay. It enables to obtain 

a strong evidence,· that the reactions ( 1) and ( 2) have been observ

ed. 'The exact solution of this problem was performed on a computer 

by analysing the overdetermined system of the equations which relate 

the measured energy and angular parameters of each event. 'The 

events corresponding to ( 1) and ( 2) were selected by the x:2 - cri

terion. 'The resonance mass and its accuracy were computed using 

the fitted values of the parameters. In this case, the mass error due 

to electron energy errors was reduced more than two- times. 'The 

P ➔ e + e _, events were selected at the probability level P ( x 2 ) ~ 1 % 

taking into account the p - meson width. 'The_ cf, - decays were selec

tE~d at the level P ( x 2 ) 2:· 32 % i.e. under more rigid conditions. 

'The e+e-:...pairs opening angle and effective mass distrubutions 

are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 'The distributions include events measur

ed in the first and second runs after background subtraction. The 

position of the peaks gives the evidence, that just the p ➔ e + e -

<v ➔ e + e -, and cf, ➔ e + ~ - -decays have been observed. The width 

of th? left peak in Fig. 2 is in agreement with that of the p - meson, 

taking into account the apparatus mass resolution of about .± 40 MeV. 

'The .numbers of p , w al!fld cf,- meson e +e -.:.. decays were determined 

by integrating the yields under the pea.ks in histog['.amms after back

ground subtraction. Thus, 33 p , w events and 5. cf, - events were 
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obtained. ·These numbers were also obtained independently using the 

reaction- channel identification programme. 

'Taking into account the data on the TT-.:_ flux, the hydrogen 

target length and the e + e _,_ detection efficiency calculated by fu.e 

Monte- Carlo method the results can be written as follows: 

--4 
BPCTP + BruCT·ru(,Jr p)=(0.50!_0-10)• 10 mb (3) 

B ,f CT· cp 
+0.12 --4 

( 0. 17 · ) • 10 m b , 
-0.07- ( 4) 

where Bv = r(v ➔ e +: e-)/ r( V ➔ total) is the branching ratio for the v -

mesons decays into e+ e ~ - pairs ( v = p , ru and ¢ ) , (l·v is the v -

mesons total production cross section in the reactions ( 1), ( 2), and 

£ v is the detection efficiency. 

The depeQdence of the efficiency on the density matrix elements 

p tk can be written for our geometry as follows £ v = canst ( p + 1.44). 
• _ 00 

For all V- mesons, p 00 = 0.6 was ta.ken according to the present ex-

perimental data. For ru - meson production, information on p 
O 0

is very 

poor. However, it is not essential for our results, since the ru- con

tribution to ( 3) is about 20o/o and the c v dependence on p 00 is rather 

weak. 'Ihe experimental error for ¢ - meson· in ( 4) is so large that 

the uncertainties in p 00 for this case can be neglected. 

The branching ratio for the V- decays into J" e.=-pairs can be 

obtained/ 3 / from ( 3) using the SU ( 3) symmetry and the ru-¢mixing 

hypothesis. Assuming the value of 38° for the mixing angle and 

using the data of refs.f 10,ll/ - for the cross sections r,·p and CT ru• we 

obtaine: 

-5 -s 
B =(5.3 + Ll)• 10 , B = (6.5 + 1.3)• 10 • 

p - CL) - (5) 

H?re the errors e;re only statistical and do not include CT p and a ru 

'in<:ccuracy. In comparison tof 3/ the. data of the present work have 

been obtained with improved statistics under better experimental con-
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ditions. 'Jhe values in ( 3) and ( 4) are in a good agreement with 

our previous data/ 3/ • The branching ratios ( 5) have some differen

ce because in present paper use is made of more accurate data on 

differential cross sections for p a:nd CL> - mesons. The result ( 5) for 

B p allows to calculate the constant y p of the vector dominance mO-: 

del 
2 

Y I 4" = C 0.49 +· 0.10 ). · 
p - ( 6) 

- lsing the experimental data on CT¢ / 11/ we obtain from ( 4): 

+44 -5 
B ¢ =(66 ) • 10 , 

-28• 
( 7) 

where the error is only statistical. The value B' ¢ using ( 3), the SU( 3; 

symmetry and th.e w_- ¢ mixing hypothesis is equal to B¢=(43 ;t 8) 10-5 • 

This is not in contradiction to ( 7). 

It should be noted that u·¢ 15 µ b [ 11 l used above ( or measur-

ed in ( 4), using SU( 3) and the w -,¢ mixing hypothesis for obtain

ing B '¢ ) is in contradiction with the peripheral model ( p - meson 

exchange ) prediction: 

o =-£ 2 ,1./f 2 xu· =0,03xf'(¢➔ p+:TT)/r(w ➔ p+·TT)• u· "' 0,19 µ b , 
¢ PTT'!' pTTru ru ru 

As far as only 5 events of the 
+: _, 

¢ ➔ e e decays ·have been observ-

e_d in this experiment, the possibility of this event simulation is of the 

greatest importance, We analyze two sources of such simulation. The 

flrst is due to the e + e - - decays of the p - meson, having. the broad 

mass distribution, The probability of smaller than 0,lo/o has been ob

tained in this case, using the p- wave freit- Wigner distribution. The 

second is due to the fluch.tations of the background average level. 

The probability of such a simulation does not exceed 0.1 o/o. 

The authors are grateful! to many people who generously con

tdbuted to this experiment particularly to the synchrotron staff for 

excellent accelerator operation during the experiment. We wish to 

express our thanks to L.B. Golovanov for designing the hydrogen 
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target, to G.I. Kopylov for preparing the Monte- Carlo calculations 

and to all people who participated in very usefull discussions. 
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Effective mass distribution for + -e e events 

after background subtraction. The solid line 

represents the measured events. The dotted 

line shows the events weighted on the re

gisration efficiency. 
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